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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Teaching GIScience in the
multidisciplinary nexus

René Westerholt
Department of Spatial Planning, TU Dortmund University, Germany

Abstract: Many GIScientists are affiliated with institutions beyond what we would call core
GIScience. This implies that we teach in degree programs that follow their own curricular
logic, and presents us with challenges in terms of what to teach, how to possibly attract
students to GIScience careers, and in terms of our own self-images and identities. After
briefly taking stock of some of the bigger curricular initiatives from the past 30 years, and
informed by a brief discussion of key arguments and findings regarding teaching GIScience
‘elsewhere’, this commentary aims to stimulate discussion on the multifaceted and multi-
disciplinary nexus in which many of us are embedded. The commentary includes short re-
flections on the implications of the multidisciplinary contexts mentioned for the creation of
a GIScience identity among students enrolled in other degrees, recruitment of PhD students
and faculty, and what all this possibly means for how we see ourselves as GIScientists.
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1 Introduction

Many GIScientists teach in disciplines other than GIScience itself. It is contested, of course,
what exactly falls within the realm of GIScience and what clearly lies outside of it. Ac-
cordingly, there has been much debate in recent years about whether GIScience, including
its namesakes and varieties such as geoinformatics, geomatics, and, more recently, spa-
tial/geographical data science, has the status of a discipline (see [3, 9, 16, 19]). It is not my
intention in this commentary to delineate precisely where GIScience begins and where it
ends. Even institutions that can be clearly named as GIScience institutions, such as the
departments in Salzburg and Münster, do differ in the details and are by no means uni-
form. What they have in common, though, is that they offer GIScience/geoinformatics
degree programs taught by instructors, many of whom share a GIScience identity. Along-
side these types of institutions, there are departments that offer GIScience courses but are
embedded in a different umbrella discipline. Examples of the latter are the departments
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at UC Santa Barbara and at TU Vienna. In these cases, a mixture of identities within and
outside GIScience is to be expected. However, it is undisputed and can be safely asserted
that many of us work in contexts where the majority of colleagues and students do not
identify with GIScience, but follow their own theoretical and curricular cores. Examples
of the diverse institutional anchors of GIScientists include degree programs in geography,
planning, computer science, sociology, economics, surveying, engineering, to name but a
few. Although some of these subjects are undoubtedly closer to GIScience than others (e.g.,
geography and computer science, depending on how one views the field), it is evident that
graduates of undergraduate and postgraduate programs taught in these other domains do
not inherently possess a GIScience identity. Instead, most students (and researchers) will
have been exposed to the field through a minor, an elective class, or through learning tools
such as GIS. What does this mean for curricula in such multidisciplinary contexts, graduate
student recruitment, and the identity and cohesion of the GIScience community?

2 Curricular developments

There have been a few proposals for recommendations on core curricula for GIScience in
recent decades. One of the earliest such attempts was the Core Curriculum in Geographic
Information Systems (not Science) [11] developed in 1990 by the then newly established Na-
tional Center for Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA)1 in the USA. This curricu-
lum was updated in 1997 and renamed Core Curriculum for Geographic Information Sci-
ence (no longer Systems) [12]. In parallel with this development, which was mostly aimed
at full-fledged GIScience degree programs, NCGIA also developed a GIS Core Curriculum
for Technical Programs in 1997 [13], a curriculum for instructors in other fields that include
elements from the domain of GIScience. In the 2000s, a related development took place
in Germany, in line with NCGIA’s earlier efforts but with a slightly more technical focus.
The latter was favored by the strong roots of GIScience in surveying, geodesy, and applied
computer science in Germany (and some other European countries, see [15]), which is why
the discussion there revolved around the term geoinformatics. The GfGI (Gesellschaft für
Geoinformatik), a non-profit society of academics, non-academic stakeholders, and univer-
sities, which later merged into today’s Society for Geoinformatics, GeoIT, and Navigation2,
has driven curriculum development and in 2009 presented a collection of core basic and ap-
plied topics and proposed skills [17, 18]. All of the efforts outlined now appear to be aging
(especially the more applied aspects) and have not been updated for some time. Another,
third, coordinated project in cooperation with major American and European umbrella or-
ganisations (AAG and AGILE) is the GIS&T Body of Knowledge (BoK) of the University
Consortium for Geograpic Information Science (UCGIS)3 [22,24]. This curriculum of topics
is continuously being updated and has had its last revision (at the time of writing) in Febru-
ary 2023. The BoK serves several purposes (e.g., designing vocational certificate programs,
drafting job specifications), but it can also be understood as a foundation for educational
programs. This paragraph is not exhaustive and reflects only some of the bigger and con-
certed, explicitly curricular initiatives that have taken place over the years. Other efforts
include the Dutch GIMA curriculum [7], which was developed for a nationwide joint study

1http://www.ncgia.ucsb.edu, last visited: 16 May 2023
2https://geoit.org, last visited: 16 May 2023
3https://www.ucgis.org, last visited: 16 May 2023
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program and can also be understood as a blueprint for teaching GIS/GIScience, and the
early initiative that led to the ‘Big Book’ of GIS [8], which provides a compendium of key
topics that can be used as a basis for teaching purposes. There are also many more works
on GIScience education that address more specialized aspects and deserve to be acknowl-
edged. Among others, these address topics such as e-learning [5,20], lifelong learning [21],
GIS education in the school context [1, 6, 23], and curricular developments at the fringes of
the field, for example, in the interface with surveying [10]. However, these topics would
take us too far away from the intended context of this commentary.

3 Teaching GIScience ‘elsewhere’

The outlined efforts have provided valuable momentum that has helped consolidate and
establish GIScience as a professional scientific and practical field over the past 30 years. The
frameworks presented focus on important topics (NGIA, UCGIS) or competencies (GfGI)
both in stand-alone GIScience courses and (to a lesser extent) as part of curricula in other
disciplines. The latter circumstance, however, seems to me to be a not insignificant one.
A large number of GIScientists teach in the context of curricula other than GIS, GIScience,
geoinformatics, or the like. The developed core curricula may not adequately address the
broader implications of this situation – since they were designed against a different pur-
pose. However, this fact of teaching in other disciplinary contexts has implications for the
identity and development of GIScience as an independent domain. Wolfgang Reinhardt
has discussed general challenges in teaching GIScience in dialogue with other disciplines,
in his case in tandem with computer science and geodesy courses [14]. He concludes that a
key challenge is to align the curricula as formulated by the initiatives presented in the pre-
vious paragraph with the competency profiles of the respective other disciplines. Some of
the competencies and topics defined from a GIScience perspective may already be covered
in a similar way by the respective other curricula, but taught in a different way than would
be the case if they were conveyed from a GIScience perspective. Certainly, an important
aspect of this is that other disciplines deal with objects of inquiry other than geographic
information. Furthermore, it is concluded that the ‘major’ of each student must always
be considered when GIScience content is ‘interspersed’. The way I summarize Wolfgang
Reinhard’s assessment here makes it clear that a key factor seems to be that many of the
students we educate do not develop a GIScience identity and mindset but become com-
puter scientists, geodesists, geographers, etc. This is reflected in the use of the term ‘major’
(implying that GIScience is at best a minor) and in the fact that we often have to cater to
requirements from outside our intellectual field. I do not intend this rationale to criticize
the teaching of GIScience embedded in other disciplines (I myself teach in spatial plan-
ning). Instead, I would like to point out the resulting challenges (and opportunities) and
thus stimulate a discussion about them.

The described ambivalence between the acknowledgment of GIScience as a scientific
field with its own objects of investigation and the appreciation of an application-oriented
mindset (which typically reaches into other disciplines in terms of research interest) is re-
flected in a survey by Kai Behncke et al. [2]. This survey was conducted in the context of
the development of the GfGI Core Curriculum and operationalizes some of the competen-
cies defined therein. A total of 133 GIScience and geoinformatics experts from German-
speaking academia, industry, and public administration participated. Among many other
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questions, the respondents were explicitly asked about the importance they placed on de-
veloping a distinct intellectual identity in the geoinformation field among geoinformatics
students. They were further asked how important it is for them that students are able to
relate and apply their geoinformatics knowledge to questions from external application
domains. Both questions were answered positively by a large majority (73% and 83% rated
these aspects as ‘very important’ or ‘important’ on a five-point Likert scale). To some extent,
these results may be colored by the professional backgrounds of the respondents, though
no significant differences between the different types of respondents are reported in the pa-
per. The ambivalence of expecting both strong identification with GIScience and skills for
transfer may not be problematic in monolithic degree programs with a strong geographic
information emphasis. These degree programs provide ample opportunity to foster GI-
Science identity formation. However, when it comes to teaching GIScience in other disci-
plines, it may be more difficult to achieve both. In these cases, the expectations reflected in
the survey results may be hard to reach: the development of an interest in research ques-
tions from other disciplines will be strongest among students who identify with those other
disciplines; yet, the survey indicates that we want students to develop a GIScience identity.
A related and more recent example is the increasing influence of machine learning, at least
in the context of those programs that are more technical/technological in nature. Here, it is
not so much other disciplines but rather a strong paradigm that has a significant influence
on the way of thinking and the self-image of students, especially at more advanced levels.
For the given context that is the focus of this commentary, the outlined ambivalence ties
back to the discussion in the previous paragraph and shows that, in particular, the mul-
tidisciplinary teaching context that many of us are embedded in, and in which identity
formation can indeed emerge from different angles, deserves more explicit and systematic
attention in GIScience.

4 Open questions on GIScience education across domains

This commentary is not intended to provide conclusive answers, but to encourage reflec-
tion on how we might approach the teaching of GIScience ‘elsewhere’ in more strategic and
beneficial ways for our field. Drawing on the discussion above, I pose two teaching-related
questions that go beyond curricular aspects, and the answers to which I believe could have
a major impact on how we as a field can further sharpen our profile and strengthen our
core in the multidisciplinary context that is so common for many of us.

How can we create a stronger GIScience identity among students embedded in other
intellectual contexts?

The main question I want to raise is a fundamental one: how to get students from disci-
plines other than GIScience excited about considering geospatial information as a research
subject in its own right, and not just as a tool for another discipline. Trying to answer this
question in practice is a challenge. As discussed above, teaching in a non-GIScience pro-
gram means adapting to the needs of another discipline. It is not an option to simply ignore
this fact and pretend that we teach our lectures and seminars in a standalone manner that
bears no relation to the broader institutional embedding. Students would (rightly) com-
plain because they did not enroll in a GIScience course. In addition, this approach could
be detrimental to the promotion prospects of early career researchers and create political
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tension at the institution. We should therefore find better ways to motivate students to
engage with geoinformation concepts and methods at a fundamental level without violat-
ing institutional and disciplinary customs. For inspiration, I suggest looking to fields that
are themselves multiparadigmatic. One such context is spatial planning, which comprises
in itself a great deal of heterogeneity ranging from jurisdictional issues to design-oriented
drafting to statistical empirical research methods. Academic planners of various flavors
(who themselves often have backgrounds outside of planning) working at such institutions
seem to be reasonably successful at moving interested students into their own intellectual
domains without challenging the students’ underlying identities as planners. One reason
for this, no doubt, is that this drawing into what may be non-core (from a planning per-
spective) topics still occurs under a particular discursive regime that consistently assures
the concerned students that they are still somehow within the confines of planning. In
practice, however, many of these students (at least in my experience) in the end contribute
to geography, urban studies, political science, and other fields in addition to the core areas
of planning. Perhaps we as GIScientists ought to engage more with planning-like fields for
inspiration on how to communicate our contents beyond the tool aspect in other contexts
and, most importantly, to give appropriately interested students an identity as GIScientists
already at reasonably early stages. This brings certain challenges, such as students from
other disciplines initially missing some fundamentals that they would have learned from
the outset if they had studied GIScience or geoinformatics undergraduates. But this is also
true for someone moving from core planning to contributions in sociological topics and
can certainly be compensated for. So, as a community, we may look more in a systematic
way at the deeper processes of the context of positive examples that I have outlined. Cer-
tainly there are also many positive examples in existing hybrid GIScience constellations.
Another promising avenue could be to demonstrate much better that GIS and GIScience
are sometimes truly integral parts of subjects from other domains, rather than just optional
tools. For example, we have argued in a crossover article that survey research and GI-
Science need to work together to address certain challenges [4]. In doing so, we worked
out that the relevant objects of inquiry are at least partially anchored in both domains. We
addressed this to researchers, but perhaps similar approaches could also work on a student
level. What I want to aim at with these remarks is a more systematic addressing of the
challenge raised in order to gain knowledge on how this kind of mentality change can take
place in a systematic manner.

What are the potential long-term implications of the multidisciplinary fragmentation of
GIScience education across different intellectual domains?

We observe at least two types of identity-related fragmentation in GIScience that are closely
related: (i) as scholars, we ourselves may originate from other domains than GIScience
and may now work in very different institutional contexts, and (ii) our education of the
next generations takes place in different types of degrees (in addition to the relatively few
core programs in GIScience). The former is partly an effect of the latter (since we may
have undergone the outlined dynamics ourselves), though not entirely, since, pragmati-
cally speaking, GIScience positions often emerge in all sorts of contexts, including beyond
those in which we were trained. Two different dynamics are at play: those trained ‘else-
where’ begin their GIScience careers with a different identity and are often prone to be
attracted to applications of GIScience in these other fields; and those who move into novel
contexts often undergo a shift in mindset to some extent, and in some cases adopt a new,
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hybrid form of identity. These dynamics undoubtedly have positive effects in the form of
broadened perspectives, interdisciplinary exchange, and an expansion of the influence of
GIScience research into other fields. However, there are also challenges in this highly dy-
namic, fluid, and dispersed setting. The most tangible of such challenges is the difficulty in
finding conceptually oriented PhD students focusing on core GIScience concepts. The fact
that so many students were originally trained in a different mindset makes it less likely to
fill positions with individuals who genuinely want to contribute to core issues in GIScience,
rather than explore the latter in the context of an application domain. A natural follow-up
consequence of this is the difficulty in filling tenured positions with respective scholars,
which could have a long-term impact on the cohesion of GIScience as a field and on higher
education policy in terms of funding, staffing, and proper institutional recognition. An-
other challenge is that our core (not applied) conceptual progress is probably slower than it
could be. Our formalisms, our understandings of geographic information and representa-
tions, and our methods are far from perfectly understood. It is, of course, important to see
all of these aspects in application, but we are probably lagging behind our own theoretical
potential. This is reflected also outside academia, where geoinformation has become an
important topic, but seems to be dominated at its core (not in its mere application) by grad-
uates of computer science and other technical disciplines. What this brief outline indicates
is that the fragmentation due to identity, caused in part by the formative influence of other
disciplines and the subsequent often peripheral engagement with core conceptual issues of
GIScience, may have long term implications for us as a field. I do not doubt that many of
the challenges we face do indeed require a combination of competencies and can therefore
only be successfully addressed by multifaceted teams. However, I equally believe that we
should not overlook the development of our own core topics and concepts beyond applied
perspectives. For the latter, our identity plays a significant role as a prerequisite for our
research interest arising from it. For this reason, I would like to use this commentary to
invite reflection on our self-images and identities, especially as conveyed in our teaching.

5 Summary

Teaching GIScience in variegated contexts is challenging. This commentary is an opinion
piece that, supported by a brief discussion of the curricular context in the introduction and
middle section of this essay, reflects a partially speculative perspective. However, I believe
that we should seek to better understand how we teach in contexts other than GIScience in
order to create an awareness of what this entails and how we might address some of the
challenges outlined. A more concerted effort to understand the teaching-related aspects of
the GIScience education context embedded in other disciplines beyond curricular consider-
ations might lead to a strengthening of the position of our field: in terms of theory building,
reaching a greater critical mass by attracting in more genuine manners additional students
from other fields, and also in terms of our long-term relevance in the wider institutional
and political academic context.
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